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The S3OK Project

• National Science Foundation, Established Program to Stimulate Competitive
Research (NSF EPSCOR)
• Track 1 Program funds competitive, 5-year proposals for $20 million
• 2020 submission: Socially Sustainable Solutions for Water, Carbon and
Infrastructure Resilience in Oklahoma (or S3OK)
• Leadership team with PI (Dr. Kevin Wagner, OSU) and Science Leads (Drs. Carol
Silva and Hank Jenkins-Smith, OU)
• Collaborators from across Oklahoma:

The S3OK Grand Challenge
Find broadly acceptable and sustainable solutions to “wicked
problems” in Oklahoma that result from the combination of:
• Changing seasonal to sub-seasonal weather extremes (S2S)
• Changing patterns of water quantity and quality (V-MQW)
• Shifting water/carbon dynamics on Oklahoma’s terrestrial
landscape (TWCD)
• Threats to sustainable infrastructure (SI)

What are “Wicked” Problems?
• Problems that are difficult to solve because of:
• incomplete (and contradictory) knowledge
• divergent interpretations by different groups
• overlap across multiple problem domains

• The S3OK effort will develop and test science-based solutions for
WPs at the intersection of S2S, V-MQW, TWCD, and SI
• Identify solutions that cut across these problem areas and that can achieve
broad and sustainable support across a wide array of Oklahoma
stakeholders
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S3OK’s Stakeholder Groups
• S3OK Science Teams: Drawn from institutions across Oklahoma, approximately 90
faculty, student and staff researchers are involved in the project;
• EPSAN: An External Peer Science Network consisting of scientists recruited as
advisors to the S3OK science teams from institutions outside Oklahoma;
• OLAN: An Opinion Leader Advisory Network including a diverse mix of statewide
leaders from the private, public and nonprofit sectors
• M-SISNet: A representative panel of 2500 Oklahoma households participating
in the bi-annual Oklahoma Meso-Scale Integrated Socio-Geographic Network
survey
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Roles of S3OK’s Stakeholders
• The project provides for
systematic and repeated
engagement across the S3OK
science teams and
stakeholders
• The intent is to identify
potential convergent
solutions to problems in
weather, water, land and
infrastructure in Oklahoma
• The end product is to be a
proposed framework of
sustainable solutions that can
serve Oklahoma in the
coming decades

S3OK Program Components and Design.
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Networked S3OK Science Teams
S2S: Seasonal to Sub-Seasonal Weather Extremes –
study of increasing frequency of drought/flood
transitions in Oklahoma
TWCD: Terrestrial Water-Carbon Dynamics –
interactions of land management, water, soil, and flora
V-MQW: Variable/Marginal Quality Water –
increasingly variable and marginal quality of water
available in Oklahoma
SI: Sustainable Infrastructure – effects on water,
transport and energy infrastructure and future
requirements
SD: Social Dynamics – focusing on the societal response
to wicked problems, and pursuit of socially sustainable
solutions
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S3OK’s Opinion Leader Advisory Network (OLAN)
•We currently have about 50 state opinion leaders serving on the OLAN from
across Oklahoma; we are growing this, expecting to reach ~100 members in
2022
•We are working with the OLAN to understand problem priorities, issues of
overlap across issue areas, and then possibilities for solutions from their
perspectives.
•How do we engage with the OLAN?

Academy Meetings, Slack channel discussions, survey questions, one-one interviews,
and medium and small focus groups

Social Dynamics (SD) Team
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S3OK’s OLAN Membership

• OLAN Members come from a diverse set of backgrounds and areas of expertise:
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S3OK’s Annual Academy

Members of the OLAN and S3OK Science Teams met on May 26
for a day of intensive, structured conversations about problem
priorities and causes
Water was the most frequently referenced problem (see figure)
Critical water problems raised and discussed:
• Conservation of water supply
• Growing fraction of the water supply that is of marginal
quality
• Overlapping water jurisdictions
• Cost of water re-use
• Inefficiency in water re-use
The 2022 Academy will focus on the challenges in solving these
problems
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Oklahoma M-SISNet
• Panel survey of about 2,000 Oklahoma
residents that asks for advice and
guidance on how to develop socially
sustainable solutions to water, carbon,
and infrastructure problems in
Oklahoma
Wave 1
• Open: Feb. 2 – Mar. 13, 2021
• n: 2,256 respondents
Wave 2
• Open: Nov. 22 – approx. Dec 22, 2021
• n: 2,200 respondents
Social Dynamics (SD) Team
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If you were advising the
scientists and policymakers
who are working on this project,
which of the following would
you tell them require the most
attention?

Social Dynamics (SD) Team
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Do you have any concerns about
[…] in your region of Oklahoma?
• Water availability: the supplies of water
for various purposes, such as drinking,
farming/ranching, or industrial or
business processes
• Water cost: the cost of water for various
proposes, such as such as drinking,
farming/ranching, or industrial or
business processes
• Water quality: the suitability
(cleanliness) of water for various
proposes, such as drinking or irrigation
Social Dynamics (SD) Team
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Moving Forward, S3OK will:

• Deepen understanding of the overlapping problems in water, land and
infrastructure that face Oklahoma today
• Foster and sustain regular collaboration across research institutions,
disciplines and teams
• Regularly consult and engage with diverse opinion leaders (OLAN) and
Oklahoma residents (M-SISNet)
• Strengthen and deepen trans-disciplinary cooperation and capacities in
Oklahoma’s research institutions
• Identify a framework for sustainable solutions to our most pressing
problems

Thank you!
S3OK Co-PI’s and Science Leads:
Hank Jenkins-Smith
hjsmith@ou.edu

Carol L. Silva
clsilva@ou.edu

